






















The curve they fit to the data



What ordinary people expected to see



The curve they fit to the data



The range of the data



The curve they fit to the data . . .



. . . the data!
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Beautiful parents have more daughters?

I S. Kanazawa (2007). Beautiful parents have more daughters:
a further implication of the generalized Trivers-Willard
hypothesis. Journal of Theoretical Biology.

I Attractiveness was measured on a 1–5 scale
(“very unattractive” to “very attractive”)

I 56% of children of parents in category 5 were girls
I 48% of children of parents in categories 1–4 were girls

I Statistically significant (2.44 s.e.’s from zero, p = 1.5%)



The data and fitted regression line



Background on sex ratios

I Pr (boy birth) ≈ 51.5%
I Boys die at a higher rate than girls
I At age 20, the number of boys and girls is about the same
I Evolutionary story

I What can affect Pr (boy births)?
I Race, parental age, birth order, maternal weight, season of

birth: effects of about 1% or less
I Extreme poverty and famine: effects as high as 3%

I We expect any effects of beauty to be less than 1%



Noise!



Which headline sells more papers?



Communication of the findings



How to evaluate such claims?

I From the Freakonomics blog:
I “A new study by Satoshi Kanazawa, an evolutionary

psychologist at the London School of Economics, suggests
. . . there are more beautiful women in the world than there are
handsome men. Why? Kanazawa argues it’s because
good-looking parents are 36 percent more likely to have a baby
daughter as their first child than a baby son—which suggests,
evolutionarily speaking, that beauty is a trait more valuable for
women than for men. The study was conducted with data
from 3,000 Americans, derived from the National Longitudinal
Study of Adolescent Health, and was published in the Journal
of Theoretical Biology.”

I If Steven Levitt can’t get this right, who can??



My reaction

I The claim of “36%” raised suspicion
I 10 to 100 times larger than reported sex-ratio effects in the

literature
I An avoidable error:

I Small sample size . . .
I Standard error of 4.3 percentage points . . .
I To be “statistically significant,” the estimate must be at least 2

standard errors away from 0 . . .
I Any statistically significant finding is necessarily a huge

overestimate!



Why is this not obvious?

I Statistical theory and education are focused on estimating one
effect at a time

I “Statistical significance” is a useful idea, but it doesn’t work
when studying very small effects

I Methods exist for including prior knowledge of effect sizes, but
these methods are not well integrated into statistical practice





“Discovered: the genetic secret of a happy life”

From the news article:
“Researchers have identified a ‘happiness gene’ that
makes people more likely to feel satisfied with their lives
. . . The finding is the first to demonstrate a link between
the gene, called 5-HTT, and satisfaction . . . Those with
two long versions of the gene were 17 per cent more likely
to say they were very satisfied. . . . ”

From the research article by De Neve, Fowler, and Frey:

“Having one or two alleles . . . raises the average likelihood
of being very satisfied with one’s life by 8.5% and 17.3%,
respectively.”



Undiscovered . . .

From the text of the research article:
“Having one or two alleles . . . raises the average likelihood
of being very satisfied with one’s life by 8.5% and 17.3%,
respectively.”

From the tables:
I 46% of people who had two copies of the gene described

themselves as satisfied and 41% described themselves as very
satisfied. The corresponding percentages for those with no
copies were 44% and 37%.

I Reported maximum difference is 4 percentage points (and not
statistically significant), not 17%.



Happiness and life satisfaction



Data!



More data



The famous study of social priming





Daniel Kahneman (2011):

“When I describe priming
studies to audiences, the
reaction is often disbelief
. . . The idea you should focus
on, however, is that disbelief is
not an option. The results are
not made up, nor are they
statistical flukes. You have no
choice but to accept that the
major conclusions of these
studies are true.”





The attempted replication



Daniel Kahneman (2011):

“When I describe
priming studies to
audiences, the reaction
is often disbelief . . . The
idea you should focus
on, however, is that
disbelief is not an
option. The results are
not made up, nor are
they statistical flukes.
You have no choice but
to accept that the
major conclusions of
these studies are true.”

Wagenmakers et al. (2014):

“[After] a long series
of failed replications
. . . disbelief does in fact
remain an option.”



Alan Turing (1950):

“I assume that the reader is
familiar with the idea of
extra-sensory perception, and
the meaning of the four items
of it, viz. telepathy,
clairvoyance, precognition and
psycho-kinesis. These
disturbing phenomena seem to
deny all our usual scientific
ideas. How we should like to
discredit them! Unfortunately
the statistical evidence, at
least for telepathy, is
overwhelming.”





The sociology of junk science

I The problem with peer review is the peers
I What do fraud, sloppy-on-purpose research, and incompetence

often have in common?



OK, time to stop!

I The problem
I What can YOU do about it?


